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High Capacity Literature Display stand | 24 A4 pockets

Short Description

Free-standing literature display rack. High-capacity brochure stand 
Double-sided literature floor stand with 24 A4 pockets 
Optional dividers to convert to DL or 1/3rdA4 pockets 
Free 2-3 day delivery 
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Description

High capacity literature floor stand - 24 A4 pockets.

Our High Capacity Literature Floor Stand - a must-have for any retail, hospitality, travel agency or showroom
setting looking to display many brochures, leaflets, and magazines in a tidy and professional manner. With 24 A4
brochure pockets, this literature floor stand is the larger version of our popular Cocktail Display Rack, providing
even more space for your literature display needs.

The stand is designed to make an eye-catching and professional display of your literature with the option to add
pocket dividers, allowing you to customize your display to showcase up to 48 DL-size brochures or any mix of A4
and DL size literature. The clear plastic A4 pockets can be used double-sided or single-sided if preferred.

Assembling this literature rack is a breeze, as the frame comes fully assembled, and the stylish oval base only
needs to be attached with the bolts supplied. The clear plastic A4 pockets clip onto the cross bars and click
securely into place, ensuring a sturdy and long-lasting display.

In today's highly competitive market, it is essential to have an eye-catching and professional display that stands
out from the rest. This High Capacity Literature Floor Stand is the perfect solution to help you achieve that. It is
an investment in your business that is sure to pay off with increased customer engagement and satisfaction.

Order now and experience the benefits of having a high-quality literature display stand that is practical and
aesthetically pleasing.
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Additional Information

More Information
If you require a smaller literature floor stand, check out
the smaller version:
Literature display stand | 8 - 16 A4 pockets

Product Dimensions

Specifications of 3-bay Cocktail brochure stand.
Height:                   1635mm
Width of base:        830mm
Depth of base:        300mm
Thickness of base: 6mm
Total weight:           23kg

Assembly and Installation
Assembly is easy - the frame is supplied fully assembled
with just the base to bolt on the brochure boxes clip on!
Bolts to attach to the frame are supplied.

Delivery and Returns

• We offer a choice of delivery options tailored to the
goods selected and your location, calculated for you
automatically in the Checkout. When feasible, you will be
offered options for Free, Economy or Next Day delivery.
• Any product returned by the purchaser must be unused
and in its original packaging, which should be unmarked.
If goods are received damaged or faulty we will take care
of the problem.
• For detailed information about Delivery charges or
Returns and refund policies, please click on the links
below.

Include in Google Feed Yes

Postable No

Small parcel No

Oversize No
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